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A Retrospect of the ']acobs Affair' 

This book, based on discussions of a study group 
conducted at the New West End Synagogue, where I 
functioned as the Minister-Preacher (a quaint title 

preferred for 'Rabbi' by the United Synagogue in 1954 at the 
time of my appointment}, was first published in 1957 by 
Vallentine Mitchell, of which publishing house Frank Cass was 
(and happily still is) the director. The book received little 
attention until the 'Jacobs Mfair' of which it was the catalyst. 
A second edition was published in 1962, when the early 
rumblings of the 'Mfair' were beginning to be heard. Once the 
'Mfair' had fully erupted, a third edition was published, in 
1965, to which an Epilogue was appended in which I essayed 
to provide an elaboration and defence of my views. To the 
fourth edition, published in 1995, a Preface was added 
containing further elaborations. To the present reprint of this 
editionFrank Cass has urged me to supply this Retrospect and, 
although by now I am becoming thoroughly fed up with 
having to explain and defend my views again and again, for 
Frank Cass, who has been a source of great encouragement for 
so many years, to command is for me to obey. This is not, I 
hope, a mere rehash but a retrospect in which I try, 
unsuccessfully no doubt, to avoid the element of self
indulgence critics have detected in the oft-repeated surveys, 
forced upon me, when returning to my thoughts in the past. 

Here is the place to mention that this Retrospect also takes 
into account my autobiography, Helping With Inquiries, also 
published by Vallentine Mitchell, 1989; God Torah Israel -
Traditionalism Without Fundamentalism, Hebrew Union 
College Press, Cincinnati, 1990; and Beyond Reasonable 
Doubt, Littman Library, 1990. I described the last work as a 
sequel to WeHave Reason to Believe. I have also treated the 
theme of understanding revelation in the light of modern 
thought in other of my works on Jewish theology. 

The thesis of the book, for which it was attacked from the 
right and left, each from its own point of view, is that modern 
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knowledge and scholarship have made it impossible to accept 
the traditional view that God 'dictated' to Moses, word for 
word and letter by letter, the whole of the Pentateuch (the 
Torah). My argument runs that, while such a doctrine of verbal 
inspiration is now untenable, the traditional doctrine that the 
Torah is from Heaven can and should still be maintained. To 
put this in different words, God is the author of the Torah 
(conceived of as the sum total not of the Pentateuch alone but 
of Jewish religious thought through the ages), but, as in His 
creativity in the world, He cooperated with His creatures in 
producing the Torah, through human beings reaching out to 
Hirn. There is thus a human element, as well as a divine 
element, in what we call the Torah. 

That the notion of direct divine communication, for all its 
hallowed history, has had to be abandoned is demanded by our 
present-day knowledge. The findings of geology, astronomy, 
archaeology, biblical criticism and modern research into the 
sources of Judaism all go to show that Judaism ('the Torah') 
has undergone development as Jews came into contact with 
and were influenced by societies and cultures different from 
their own. 

Reform and Liberal theologians have been largely puzzled 
that all this is in any way a source of offence. 'So what else is 
new?' they exclaim. Human beings have known for centuries 
that, as Galileo said after his recantation, 'The earth still 
moves.' My reply has been that I have never tried to present as 
new the findings of science and the modern historical 
approach. Nothing could be more absurd. I have only tried to 
put forward the view, a big 'only' to be sure, that Jewish 
practice, the Halakhah, is still binding because this is the will 
of God, provided, of course, that the Torah is seen, as it often 
is in the tradition itself, in dynamic terms of trial and error, 
falsehood gradually yielding to truth, with God involved in the 
whole process. Nor do I claim any originality for such a view, 
which has been held by Jewish religious traditionalists from 
the early nineteenth century, and which lies behind the 
attitude, I would maintain, of many religious Jews today. But I 
now admit that I was wrong in imagining that such views are 
compatible with Orthodoxy as this is now understood in 
fundamentalist terms. (I use 'fundamentalism' not in a 
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pejorative sense but only to denote the attitude of those who 
are either indifferent or antagonistic to all modern critical 
scholarship.) Yet some Liberal thinkers - particularly, in this 
country, Rabbi John Rayner, whose honesty and integrity I 
respect - have faulted me for not going far enough in 
advocating more radical changes in the Halakhah. I have tried 
to deal with this subject in my book A Tree of Life, referred to 
in the Preface to this edition. 

So far as Orthodox reaction to the book is concerned, the 
Charedi world and the Yeshivah world pursue their own way 
and never discuss in writing the kind of theological and 
historical questions I consider, and a book such as mine leaves 
them cold. As for the Modern Orthodox, these thinkers 
somehow manage to combine total acceptance of the critical 
historical approach with regard to the other parts in the Bible 
with a completely fundamentalistic acceptance of divine 
'dictation of the Pentateuch' to Moses. I want to give a nurober 
of examples of how outstanding Modern Orthodox scholars 
and thinkers go to extraordinary lengths in their attempt to 
reconcile the doctrine of divine dictation to Moses in ways that 
are themselves amazingly untraditional and can satisfy neither 
traditionalists nor modernists. 

In a review of my book Beyond Reasonable Double, Dr 
Tamar Roth of Bar-Ilan University asks why I ignore the ideas 
put forward by David Weiss Halivni and Mordecai Breuer. Her 
review appeared in Studies in Contemporary Jewry (Israel), 
Vol. 18, 2002. I had met Dr Roth at Limmud and had an 
interesting conversation with her on Orthodoxy and criticism 
during which I asked her why no Modern Orthodox scholars 
ever come out with the kind of views on the challenge from 
Biblical criticism I have been dealing with over these many 
years. She replied that some of them do, and that I should wait 
and see. In this review she refers me to Halivni (Revelation 
Restored: Divine Writ and Critical Responses, Westview Press, 
Boulder, CO, 1997) and to Mordecai Breuer ('Torah Min Ha
Shammayin', offprint from Megadim, 32, Shevat 761-2001). 
Dr Roth remarks further that I have too readily waved aside 
Rav Kook, who accepts the theory of evolution as compatible 
with Genesis. I had failed to see how Kook's theory is 
compatible with the story of Adam and Eve. In fact, Dr Roth 
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says, Rav Kook came very close to declaring the Adam story a 
myth. Kook may have come very close to this but where, in all 
his writings, does he do so? The use of the word 'myth' is 
never faced by Rav Kook and could not have been, since he 
and many other Modern Orthodox scholars who follow him 
have no use for theories derived from modern biblical 
scholarship. 

David Weiss Halivni is a famed scholar and teacher, 
applying with great skill the critical historical method, of 
which he is an undisputed master, to the talmudic literature; 
especially to textual and form criticism. In his personal life 
Professor Weiss is strictly Orthodox. Not surprising, therefore, 
is his attempt to reconcile biblical criticism with the doctrine 
of Torah Min Ha-Shammayim, which he identifies with the 
belief that God gave the Torah to Moses. His thesis involves 
the idea that the original Torah imparted by God to Moses 
became obscured during the course of transmission through 
the later generations. The original text was commented on and 
constantly transformed so that the final text of the Torah as we 
now have it is the work of Ezra, who edited the whole corpus 
that had come down to him. The critics who detect 
contradictions and inconsistencies in the Pentateuch are right 
from one point of view, but these are the result of the constant 
reworking of the original text. Halivni is evidently unable to 
suggest, as I do, that the doctrine of Torah Min Ha
Shammayim means that the critical discoveries of diverse 
stands in the Pentateuch demand that the Torah is seen as the 
outcome of the various sources and the editorial processes of 
combing them. No, says Halivni, if I understand him correctly 
for that would involve too radical a departure from the 
traditional view that God conveyed the Torah directly to 
Moses. But, if the traditional view is to be invoked, it is that 
the whole of the Torah was given by God to Moses, not just a 
part of it. Halivni not only fails to detect the supposed original 
text of the Torah but, in the process, he is just as untraditional 
as I am. What is called for is a reinterpretation of the tradition 
in the light of the 'assured results' of critical researches which 
Halivni hirnself seems toregardas assured. Halivni's view has 
not won much acceptance among the Modern Orthodox. 

Breuer's attempt at reconciliation is more puzzling than 
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Halivni's. At the beginning of the 'Jacob Affair' many years 
ago, a writer in the Jewish Chronicle compared Breuer's view 
- that the critics were right in detecting diverse sources in the 
Torah - with mine, and the writer remarked that a Rosh 
Yeshivah in Israel, as Breuer was at that time, could get away 
with it without theological obloquy while a London rabbi (me) 
was banned from Orthodoxy. Breuer wrote to the paper 
protesting that his view was entirely different from mine. In his 
much more recent article Breuer remarks that he has had the 
opportunity to study my views in much greater detail, and now 
feels that my description of the critical view is accurate so far 
as it goes. What, then, is one to make of the doctrine that God 
'wrote' (presumably Breuer means 'conveyed' or 'dictated') the 
Torah to Moses? Breuer's incredible reply is that God, the 
author of all creation, knew that the various strands with their 
contradictions would eventually appear, and that these 
foreseen elements and categories were all conveyed by God to 
Moses. Thus, if the documentary hypothesis is correct, J.D.E. 
and P. actually exist but all four were given by God to Moses. 
There is no problern with God, the ruler of all, facing 
contradictions since in our experience of God's providential 
care there are the 'contradictions' between justice and mercy. 

Breuer's method of dealing with anachronisms in the Torah 
is weird. In the Middle Ages, Abraham Ibn Ezra detected post
Mosaic additions to the Pentateuch, one of which is the verse 
'and pursued as far as Dan' (Genesis 14:14). There was no city 
with the name of Dan in the time of Moses since the city's 
name is based on the territory of the tribe of Dan, which 
means that it was called Dan only after this tribe had settled in 
the land. Breuer, true to his theory, argues that God could have 
recorded the name of a city that would be given only after 
Moses and that He 'dictated' this name to Moses even though 
at the time of Moses the name would have been unintelligible. 

The main point I wish to make is that defenders of the 
'traditional' view such as Halivni and Breuer are themselves 
highly untraditional. Nowhere before Halivni did any Jewish 
sage postulate that only an unidentifiable part of the Torah was 
given by God to Moses (Halivni), or that the Torah was given 
in diverse strands only to be recovered later in history 
(Breuer). 
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Perhaps the most startling departure from tradition in the 
name of tradition is provided by Shubert Spero, a leading 
Modern Orthodox rabbi, teacher and theologian, also, now, of 
Bar-Ilan University. Spero's article 'The Biblical Stories of 
Creation, Garden of Eden and the Flood: History or 
Metaphor?' appeared in the Orthodoxjournal Tradition, 32, 2, 
1999. Although it was criticised by writers in the next issue of 
the journal, together with Spero's replies to his critics, the 
editor saw no objection to Spero's thesis on the grounds of 
unorthodox belief. Spero is certainly not so naive as to identify 
the six days of the creation narrative with long periods of time, 
but treats the whole creation narrative as a metaphorical 
account of how the world and man within it emerged. He 
speaks of the 'big bang' theory and of Neanderthals and the 
many strains of pre-humans before Homo sapiens emerged. 
Spero goes on in this striking article calmly to postulate that 
the stories of Adam and Eve and the flood are best understood 
as 'metaphor' or mashal (he never uses the word 'myth'). 

Spero contends that the story of Adam and Eve is not an 
account of what actually happened but is precisely that: a 
story. We are obliged, as Orthodox Jews, Spero says, to take 
the commandments of the Torah as real commands, but the 
stories of Adam and Eve and the strange fruit of the garden, 
the tragic heroine and the speaking snake, bear all the marks 
of a parable pointing to features of God's creative activity. The 
sam applies to the otherwise unrealistic story of Noah's Art 
and the flood, in which all mankind is destroyed and only a 
single family is saved in a box it took over a hundred years to 
build and into which all the animals entered two by two to be 
saved in order to replenish the earth. In Spero's view the 
central features contained in the narrative are hints of the 
creative processes from the 'big bang' to the great successive 
upheavals in nature which led to the preparation of the earth 
to become a suitable habitat for human beings with free choice 
and moral worth. When challenged by his critics that our 
rahbis speak of Noah and the generation of the flood as real 
persons, Spero can only reply that real persons can still be used 
as vehicles for a metaphorical account - just as, according to 
some Midrashic sources, in the Biblical story of Job the hero is 
both a real person and, at the same time, a mashal. 
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Here we have a noted Modern Orthodox thinker prepared 
to acknowledge that significant passages in the Torah are to be 
understood in a metaphorical sense. Now, in any present-day 
critical view, these stories are human stories by hornans -
inspired, if you will - who only bad the science of their day, 
who operated with ancient accounts, paralleled in Babylonian 
myths which, nevertheless, culminated in Genesis in the life
giving, moral Torah. Spero cannot say this, since he operates 
with the idea that Torah Min Ha-Shammayim means that the 
whole of the Torah is God-given in a direct sense. 

The Modern Orthodox theologians we have considered -
Halivni, Breuer and Spero - all advance completely 
untraditional views on the meaning of divine revelation, so that 
they might as well have advocated the admittedly untraditional 
view that divine revelation takes place through inspired human 
beings who, over a long period of time, cooperated with God 
in producing the glory that is called the Torah. This has been 
my complaint. Modern Orthodoxy has not rejected the critical, 
historical methodology with regard to such questions as the 
authorship and meaning of other parts of scripture. They 
accept that King David did not write the Psalm, that King 
Solomon is not the author of Ecclesiastes, that there is a 
Deutero-Isaiah and that the doctrine of the oral Torah embraces 
the rabbinie developments of the Torah, produced by great 
sages to be sure, but human beings nonetheless. And yet they 
continue to refuse to maintain that the Pentateuch can be 
understood in anything save in a fundamentalist sense of divine 
dictation to Moses. It is not only that modernists are not 
allowed to disagree with Maimonides' formulation in a pre
critical and pre-modern age, but that Maimonides' formulation 
does not allow for the view that we have only an unidentified 
part of the origin of Torah, that the Torah was given in 
differences of style, language and background or that some of 
the most important passages are to be understood as metaphor. 
In other words, where is the logic in departing from 
Maimonides in understanding the nature of the Torah and yet 
accepting the view of the greatest of our teacher's formulation 
that it is no Ionger true to modern thought? 

So much for theory. On a practicallevel my views may have 
been considered to be heretical, but I know from personal 
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contact through the years that many of the Modern Orthodox 
and even a few of the Charedim have shown sufficient interest 
in my view to whisper in my ear: 'There is something in what 
you are saying.' 

In Anglo-Jewry, however, the Orthodox establishment and 
the Chief Rabbi have have dubbed me a heretic. The Chief 
Rabbi has never responded to my critique of Modern 
Orthodoxy. On Torah Min Ha-Shammayim, he has never 
stated explicitly where his view diverges from mine. He often 
seems to imply that he accepts some kind of development 
theory, as when he says repeatedly that it is essential for 
Orthodox Jews to believe that in the Mosaic Books (sie) we 
have the unmediated word of God. Why not in the Torah or in 
the Chumash? The expression 'Mosaic Books' lends itself to 
the notion of developmental theory - that is, as meaning that 
the five books came to be attributed to Moses. More than once 
I have urged the Chief Rabbi to declare that basically his views 
differ only slightly from mine, but he has not botbered to 
reply. 

And there is the odd matter of the London Beth Din issuing 
a ruling to the effect that while I am welcome to any United 
Synagogue as a congregant, I cannot be called up to the Torah 
because, granted my beliefs, I cannot honestly recite the 
benediction: 'Who has chosen us from all peoples and given us 
His Torah.' But I am allowed, I was told, to open the Ark. An 
Orthodox journal thus explained the inconsistency that 
opening the Ark is a 'non-speaking part', as if the synagogue 
service were a film in which I could be an extra but never have 
a starring role. 

If, as a result of the above, I find myself, over forty years 
after the publication of We Have Reason to Believe, in 
something of an Anglo-Jewish limbo, belonging neither to the 
Orthodox nor to the Reform, nor, in a sense, fully to the 
Masorti, I do not complain. I suppose I asked for it. I have 
consoled myself by quoting a Hasidic saying which runs: 'One 
who has no place anywhere has a place everywhere.' I have 
had and still have friends in all camps. Also to be recognised is 
the fact that the milder attitudes which still prevailed in Anglo
Jewry forty years ago have hardened and become morerigid so 
far as the Orthodox are concerned. If Jews' College still 
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existed - alas, it does not - I would not have been accepted as 
a lecturer, let alone as Principal of the Institution. Many of 
today's Orthodox rahbis are products ofYeshivah education or 
come from Lubavitch and can hardly be describe.d as 'modern' 
and, with few notable exceptions, have little training in 
modern historical scholarship. 

Looking back is often hazardous. See what happened to 
Lot's wife! But I think I can honestly say that I have not turned 
into a pillar of salt, have not feit much rancour and have 
certainly not become bitter. On the contrary, I now see that the 
whole thing, so far as I am concerned, has been an exciting, 
worthwhile adventure. 

For going over old ground I must apologise by repeating a 
story I have often told in my lectures. An old Jew was observed 
in a railway carriage muttering to hirnself and waving his 
hands in dismissive gestures from time to time. 'What are you 
doing?' he was asked. 'I was bored with the long journey and 
was telling myself Jewish jokes to while away the time.' 'And 
why did you wave your hands?' 'I have heard them all before.' 



Preface to the Fifth Edition 
by William Franke/, CBE 

T he 'Jacobs Mfairs' - in fact, there were two of thern - in 
a way crystallised rny own religious attitudes. I have 
always had an emotional attachrnent to traditional 

Judaisrn, sternrning frorn the cosiness and warrnth of rny own 
religious background. But, as I rnoved out of this cornfortable 
wornb, beginning when I first attended a school which did not 
have a preponderance of Jewish pupils, I recognised that sorne 
of the beliefs and practices of the faith in which I had been 
nurtured appeared to conflict with what I was learning and 
what was generally accepted arnong educated people. The 
Pentateuch, I had been taught at horne, in the synagogue and 
in cheder, was the actual word of God and therefore could not 
be challenged, but in school I had learned sornething about 
Darwin and evolution. Both could not be true. 

However, there wasn't rnuch I could do about it, nor was 
the problern so intense as to call for sorne action on rny part. 
The old-fashioned rahbis with whorn I was acquainted through 
the synagogues which I attended with rny father did not know 
enough about secular sturlies to understand the questions, Iet 
alone possess the ability to answer thern. The rnore modern 
Orthodox rahbis tended to take the line that beliefs were less 
irnportant than the practice of a Jewish way of life and the 
perforrnance of the mitzvot. At that time, rny only 
acquaintance with what is now called Progressive Judaisrn was 
the Liberal service conducted by Basil Henriques on Friday 
evenings at Berner Street School, where he ran the Bernhard 
Baron Jewish Settlement after school hours. I attended once, 
and found the predorninantly English service rather bizarre, 
rnore akin to the church rituals I had sornetirnes seen in the 
cinerna than to the all-Hebrew prayers of the Orthodox 
synagogues with which I was farniliar. 

My traditionalloyalties rernained pararnount and, although 
·rny intelligence wasn't really satisfied by the observances I 
perforrned, I was too busy doing things to be overly concerned 
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with my growing perplexity. Beliefs and unsophisticated Bible 
criticism were not subjects for discussion in my youthful 
environment. I suppose I became what David Daube, whom I 
met some years later in Cambridge, described as 'Orthoprax' 
rather than Orthodox. But I could not escape the issue or 
tradition-versus-reason when I became involved with Rabbi 
Jacobs. 

Louis Jacobs, the only son of working-class parents in 
Manchester, showed an early aptitude for rabbinie studies. He 
was the bright boy of the Manchester yeshivah at which he 
became a full-time student and, at the instigation of his 
teachers, Louis's parents allowed him to undertake advanced 
rabbinical studies at the kollel, the scholarly rabbinie centre of 
East European-type Orthodoxy, in Gateshead. At the same 
time, or soon after, he pursued secular studies at the University 
of London and gained both bachelor and doctoral degrees. 

He became the darling of Anglo-J ewish Orthodoxy and 
greatness was predicted for him. His rabbinie scholarship, 
wide reading, retentive memory and clarity of expression 
made him, while still in the very early years of his rabbinical 
career, talked about as a future Chief Rabbi. 

When, in 1953, Rabbi Dr Louis Jacobs, then in his mid
thirties, accepted a 'call' to the pulpit of the New West End 
Synagogue in London, it came as a shock to the Orthodox 
community, for the Anglicised New West End was on the left 
wing of the United Synagogue. It had a tradition of mild 
reform, symbolised by its mixed choir - anathema to the 
strictly Orthodox. The membership of the New West End 
Synagogue included such Iuminaries as Viscount Samuel, Lord 
(Simon) Marks of Marks & Spencer fame, and the president of 
the United Synagogue, the Hon. Ewen Montagu, QC. 
Becoming the rabbi of such a synagogue made Jacobs suspect 
in the eyes of the Orthodox militants. I was a board member 
and formerwarden of the New West End when Jacobs arrived 
and, because of my activity in the synagogue, we saw a great 
deal of each other and became good friends. At the time of his 
appointment, I was still practising at the Bar. 

Very early in his new pulpit, Louis delivered a series of 
sermons on Jewish prayer which impressed me greatly. By that 
time, I had become the general manager of the Jewish 
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Chronicle and I offered to publish them under the imprint of 
Jewish Chronicle Publications. He was happy about that and 
the booklet did rather well, particularly in the United States. It 
was his first publication and its success inspired him to more 
writings. 

A while later he gave me the manuscript of a book entitled 
We Have Reason to Believe, which had emerged out of a 
discussion group he had led at the synagogue. It was intended 
as a modern kind of guide to the perplexed (though Jacobs 
hirnself never claimed it to be such) and his thesis was that true 
belief did not demand an abdication of reason. He took the 
position that, although faith is above reason, those elements of 
religion which were capable of being tested should not be 
exempt from scholarly inquiry. As a result, he concluded that 
Judaism had to accept the fact that the Bible was the work of 
human beings, albeit divinely inspired. 

I read the manuscript and invited Louis to come over and 
talk about it. I told him that I thought it an important book 
and was sure that Vallentine Mitchell (the publishing 
subsidiary of the ]ewish Chronicle) would publish it. But I 
advised against early publication. The reason was that the 
retirement of Dr Israel Brodie, then the Chief Rabbi, was 
expected in the next year or two. I had no doubt that Louis 
would be a strong candidate, but I took the view that early 
publication of the book would provide ammunition to the 
right-wingers likely to oppose his appointment. Why not wait 
until after the event and publish then? 

Louis, however, was adamant. He did not want to wait and, 
if his views were likely to be controversial, he thought it right 
that they should be known before his name was considered 
rather than be disclosed afterwards. I naturally deferred to his 
opinion, and the book was duly published in 1957. 

I still believe that, if publication had been delayed, Louis 
would, in alllikelihood, have been appointed Chief Rabbi and 
the religious nature of the Anglo-Jewish community would 
have differed profoundly from what it became. 

In fact, the book did not create an immediate stir and was 
well received by all sections of the community, including the 
Orthodox. The reviews were good: the organ of the Mizrachi, 
the religious Zionist party, enthused about it as the modern 
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rnan's guide to Jewish Orthodoxy. (I was arnused sorne years 
later, when the Jacobs Affair Part One had begun, that the 
sarne journal refused to accept an advertisernent for We Have 
Reason to Believe consisting of extracts frorn its own review.) 

I had been visiting the United States regularly since 1947 
and had rnade the acquaintance of Louis Finkelstein, the 
chancellor of the Jewish Theological Serninary of Arnerica. 
The JTS was the intellectual and spiritual centre of Arnerican 
Conservative Judaisrn, a rnovernent adhering to the Jewish 
tradition but recognising the necessity for change. Ironically, in 
the light of subsequent developrnents, the ethos of the JTS was 
created by its first chancellor, Dr Solomon Schechter, who 
carne frorn England and brought with hirn the concept of 
'progressive conservatisrn', then the slogan of the United 
Synagogue, which later rejected Louis Jacobs for propounding 
the sarne philosophy. 

Louis Finkeistein visited London every surnrner to work at 
the British Museum, staying at an unpretentious hotel in that 
neighbourhood. Sorne time towards the end of the 1950s, I 
introduced hirn to Louis Jacobs, who greatly irnpressed the 
Arnerican scholar and, in 1959, the Arnerican Louis offered the 
British Louis a senior appointrnent on the acadernic staff of the 
JTS. 

It was an extrernely attractive offer, for the JTS faculty 
included sorne of the rnost illustrious narnes in Jewish 
scholarship, arnong thern Louis Ginzburg, Saul Lieberrnan, 
Abraham Joshua Heschel and Louis Finkeistein hirnself. To 
join that cornpany was an irresistible ternptation and Jacobs 
was ready to accept. 

That saddened rne. There was no other rabbi in Britain 
possessing Louis Jacobs's Ievels of Jewish and secular 
scholarship, as weil as the intellectual honesty which rnade an 
appeal to the thinking Jew. I thought it would be an irreparable 
loss to the Anglo-Jewish cornrnunity if he left and I discussed 
the problern with Ewen Montagu, president of the United 
Synagogue, who was a Jacobs adrnirer and also saw hirn as the 
next Chief Rabbi. Ewen was in cornplete agreernent that we 
should try to keep Jacobs here, and we both thought that the 
best way of achieving that and preparing hirn for the Chief 
Rabbinate would be an appointrnent at Jews' College, the 
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seminary for the training of the Orthodox Anglo-Jewish 
ministry. 

The principal of the college at that time, Rabbi Dr Isidore 
Epstein, would reach the age of retirement in a few years and 
Jacobs would be a natural successor. Ewen agreed to put the 
proposal to Sir Alan Mocatta, then the president of the college, 
and later informed me that he had clone so and had met with 
an immediate and positive response. Mocatta had then spoken 
to Chief Rabbi Israel Brodie who, under the constitution of the 
College, possessed a power of veto over its appointments. 
Brodie agreed to the appointment of Jacobs as moral tutor, and 
I am not quite sure now whether the proposal to appoint him 
as principal on Dr Epstein's retirement was put to him by 
Ewen Montagu at that time. But I did mention that aspect to 
Dr Solomon Gaon, the Haham of the Spanish & Portuguese 
community, also a spiritual authority at the college, and he 
thought it an excellent idea. 

So, with little comment and no fuss, Louis Jacobs was 
appointed moral tutor at Jews' College and took up his duties 
in 1960. He resigned his post at the New West End Synagogue 
and was succeeded as minister by the young and engaging 
Reverend Dr Chaim Pearl, whose theological views did not 
conflict with those Jacobs had propounded in his publications. 

In 1961, Rabbi Dr Isidore Epstein retired as principal of 
Jews' College. Sir Alan Mocatta and the other lay officers of 
the college proposed that Louis Jacobs be appointed his 
successor, but Chief Rabbi Brodie vetoed the appointment. 
Mter much procrastination, he gave as his reasons, first, his 
objections to Jacobs's 'published views' and, secondly, that 
Jacobs did not possess the 'outstanding scholarship and 
other qualifications' required. That was the beginning of 
Jacobs Mfair Part One. The more intense Part Two erupted 
in 1964. 

With the veto on his appointment as principal, Louis 
resigned his post at the college and Sir Alan Mocatta and the 
other honorary officers resigned in sympathy. I had urged 
Louis Jacobs to stay on because I was convinced that, sooner 
or later, the appointment would come to him. There was no 
other obvious candidate for the principalship and the college 
could not go on long without leadership. 
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However, Louis feit that he had no other honourable 
course than resignation. A few 'Jacobites', led by former New 
West End congregant Ellis Franklin, formed the Society for the 
Study of Jewish Theology, with Louis as its director. That was 
intended as a stop-gap arrangement while Louis and his 
supporters worked out a long-term strategy. 

In the meantime, I remained a congregant and friend of 
Chaim Pearl at the New West End. He did not find his 
appointment there fulfilling. He considered the membership 
staid and disinclined towards innovation. It was also elderly, 
giving few opportunities for as energetic an individual as he, 
and he occasionally confided his frustrations to me. In the 
course of our conversations, he often compared the New West 
End Synagogue unfavourably with the vigorous activity of the 
Conservative congregations of the United States. That gave me 
the thought of solving two problems at a stroke. If Chaim were 
to find a rewarding pulpit in America, he would be happier, 
and it would also leave a vacancy at the New West End to 
which Louis could return. I spoke about this to my friend 
Rabbi Wolfe Kelman, the executive head of the American 
Conservative Rabbinical Assembly, and as a result, Chaim was 
approached by a prestigious congregation just outside New 
York and he readily accepted a call to become its rabbi. The 
board of management of the New West End then unanimously 
invited Louis Jacobs to return to his former pulpit. 

We were aware that the United Synagogue required the 
ministers of their constituent synagogues, before being 
appointed, to obtain a certificate from the Chief Rabbi that 
they were fit and proper persons for the job. Louis had 
received this certificate on his original appointment to the 
New West End and I had no doubt at the time that he would 
not be called upon to obtain another certificate: first, because 
he already possessed one; and second, because it would place 
the Chief Rabbi in another awkward situation I was sure he 
would rather avoid. 

But I was wrong. Officialdom at the United Synagogue 
decreed that a new certificate was required, and it was 
intimated that, if Louis applied for one, it would not be 
granted. The synagogue board of management did not accept 
this ruling and formally appointed Jacobs to the post. Of 
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course, the United Synagogue could not accept this mutiny and 
its secretary wrote to the wardens condemning the 'distinct 
flouting' of the Chief Rabbi's authority and called on them to 
'desist from taking any further action' and 'not permit Dr 
Jacobs to officiate at the services of the synagogue'. The 
synagogue board ignored this prohibition, and was thereupon 
dismissed by resolution of the US authorities and replaced by 
four 'managers'. As a result, the dismissed board and many 
other congregants formed the New London Synagogue with 
Louis as its rabbi. 

The tumult and shouting over the Jacobs affairs, which 
deeply divided Anglo-Jewry in the 1960s, undoubtedly provided 
me with the most trying time of my editorship. I sided 
wholeheartedly with Louis Jacobs but, while giving him the 
fullest editorial support, I was acutely aware that, as a responsi
ble newspaper, the ]ewish Chronicle bad to give the issue the 
fullest and most objective coverage. The only snag about 
presenting the anti-Jacobs case was that few were ready to write 
articles setting it out, and that a great deal of the correspondence 
on that side was either illiterate or simply vituperative. 

Needless to say, we were given no credit for our efforts at 
balanced reporting (as distinct from the editorials, which were 
certainly partisan) and the paper and I were subject to much 
vilification with the refrain, constantly repeated, that our 
objective was solely to undermine Orthodoxy. 

Brodie's heart was not in the fight and I was always 
convinced that his views on revelation were no different from 
the thesis of We Have Reason to Believe and that his virtual 
excommunication of Jacobs was entirely due to his fear and 
trembling before the Orthodox right wing, even though the 
members of his court, the Beth Din, would have preferred to 
see Louis back at the New West End. 

For a long time, Brodie avoided any systematic explanation 
of his objectives to Louis, but eventually it bad to come and, 
on 5 May 1964, he convened a meeting attended by 134 rahbis 
and read a statement which included the following passage: 

The travesty of our traditional Judaism has been featured 
in our monopolistic Jewish press for some time. There 
has been a constant denigration of authentic Judaism and 
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religious authority which has tended to create religious 
confusion and a spirit of divisiveness within our 
community and which, in no small measure, has 
contributed to the present situation. Whilst we believe in 
the freedom of the press, we should not allow this 
freedom to be abused and even turned into a tyranny as 
is attempted by the Jewish Chronicle which, in recent 
years, no doubt for reasons of its own, has not presented 
an objective picture of the Anglo-Jewish scene, nor has it 
reflected the tradition and sentiment of Anglo-Jewry. 

This ex-cathedra statement, reported fully in the JC, was 
read by the Chief Rabbi and no discussion was permitted. It 
pointedly refrained from according Louis the appellation of 
Rabbi, a surprising discourtesy to a recipient of the rabbinical 
diploma from the heads of the Manchester yeshivah and of the 
Manchester Beth Din, both institutions of unquestionable 
Orthodoxy. A voluminous postbag poured into the ]C, of 
which we printed a representative selection. In a strongly 
worded editorial, I rebutted Dr Brodie's accusations. By that 
time, the controversy had become international news, with 
frequent reports and features in the British press as weil as 
worldwide, with particularly extensive reporting in the New 
York Times. The Economist, in a Ieader, made the point that 'by 
vetoing Dr Jacobs's appointment at the New West End 
Synagogue, Dr Brodie appears to be taking up the illogical 
position that, while Dr Jacobs is fit to train future rabbis, he is 
not fittobe a rabbi himself'. 

To some, I was the villain of the piece, abusing my office as 
editor to advance a personal cause and the career of a friend. 
In fact, nearly 80 years before my time, the JC had eloquently 
expressed the very cause which now constrained Chief Rabbi 
Brodie to denounce Louis Jacobs as a heretic. The ]C issue of 
5 March 1886 began with a leading article headed 'Judaism 
and Theology', which dealt with 'the position taken up by the 
old-fashioned school of theologians' that every word of the 
Bible is of directly divine origin. It argued that this has been 
proved to be untenable and the Ieader concluded: 'For if the 
religious and ethical ideas of the Jews are wonderful when 
regarded as the outcome of a direct communication from God 
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to Man, they beeome still more marvellous viewed as the result 
of, so to speak, a partnership between the Deity and mortals.' 
Louis Jaeobs eould not have put it better. 

Two rabbinieal friends, one in the United States and the 
other in Israel, with whom I was in regular eorrespondenee 
during this period, fortified me in my belligerenee. 

The Israeli was Rabbi Dr Louis Rabinowitz, a foreeful 
spiritual Ieader who had, for many years, been the minister of 
the Crieklewood Synagogue, one of the more important 
eonstituents of the United Synagogue. Settling in Israel after 
his retirement, he remained a devoted reader of the JC and 
frequently favoured me with his adviee and opinions on the 
eontents of the paper. 

He was what is now termed 'modern Orthodox' and 
would, in my opinion, have made an exeellent Chief Rabbi 
after Brodie's retirement. But the hardliners ganged up on him 
and persuaded Sir Isaae Wolfson, then president of the US, that 
he was too old to be eonsidered. He was then about 70 but full 
of physical and intelleemal vigour and his appointment would 
eertainly have halted the right-wing stranglehold on both the 
US and the Chief Rabbinate, but that was not to be. 

During the seeond aet of the Jaeobs drama, Rabinowitz 
wrote to me from Jerusalem: 'The whole Orthodox 
intelligentsia in Israel agrees with me that Louis Jaeobs was 
shamefully and eruelly treated.' He eontinued, 'a spirit of 
fanatieal obseurantism has seized the whole offieial [Anglo
Jewish] eommunity'. 

Ultimately, this was a battle for the soul of Anglo-Jewry, 
between those advoeating a free spirit of inquiry, as 
reinforeerneut to faith and tradition, and those who shunned 
reason out of blinkered, diehard, fundamentalism. Like most 
interneeine battles, it generated mueh vehemenee and 
aerimony. But I believe that the eontroversy did aehieve the 
positive result of freshening the dormant waters of the Anglo
Jewish eommunity, eneouraging many of its members to faee 
the ehallenge of reeoneiling tradition with modern knowledge. 

I never thought that 'Jaeobs II' eould be won, for it was 
-absolutely clear that the Chief Rabbi eould not possibly be 
expeeted to reseind his veto. Sir Isaae Wolfson, the president 
of the United Synagogue, in a sense his employer, had tried to 
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persuade Dr Brodie that it would make sense to permit Louis 
Jacobs to return to the New West End Synagogue. But Brodie 
was not big enough to change direction and, in my case, was 
totally intimidated by the Orthodox extremists. I fought the 
battle because I believed I was serving the best interests of the 
Jewish community and that, even though I could not win, it 
might prepare the ground for a 'progressive conservative' 
movement within traditional Anglo-Jewry. 

It did. Immediately after the management of the New West 
End Synagogue had been dismissed, its former wardens 
convened a meeting of congregants. A large number attended 
and a resolution was unanimously passed to form an 
independent traditional congregation with the name of New 
London Synagogue and with Louis Jacobs as its rabbi. Since we 
had no premises, I asked the rabbinie Ieader of the Spanish & 
Portuguese community, Haham Dr Solomon Gaon, if we could 
use the hall of their Lauderdate Road Synagogue for Sabbath
morning services and he readily agreed. The first service of the 
new congregation took place before a packed and reverent 
assembly and I think that my father, who had always wanted 
me to be a cantor, would have been happy that I was asked to 
Iead it although he would probably have disapproved of the 
New London's theology. 

Our sojourn at Lauderdale Road was summarily cut short. 
Dr Gaon told me that the acting Haham during his absence in 
the United States, Rabbi Solomon Sassoon, whom I had known 
in my childhood, had objected to this heretical activity on his 
synagogue's premises. His opposition to the Jacobs 
congregation could not be ignored. Gaon was unhappy about 
having to withdraw his support but was unwilling to provoke 
a split in his own community, which would undoubtedly have 
occurred had the arrangement continued. Of course, I 
understood his predicament and when I communicated his 
message to the committee of the new synagogue, a hall in a 
Kensington hotel was rented for its Sabbath services. 

There we continued for some months while the Ieaders of 
the congregation scouted araund for permanent premises. One 
Saturday evening, returning from the synagogue service, I 
received a telephone call at harne from Alec Colman, a well
known and successful property man. He told me that, some 
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time ago, he had purchased the building of the St John's Wood 
Synagogue, a constituent of the United Synagogue, which was 
about to move to its new, spacious home. He bad received 
planning permission to demolish the old building and replace 
it with a block of flats but, he told me, he felt very 
uncomfortable about pulling down a synagogue. Would we 
like to have it for the New London and, if so, he would sell it 
to us for the price he had paid? 

I told him that I was sure it would be of interest and would 
inform my friends. He asked only one thing, and that was that 
his name should be kept out of it. He was a friend of Chief 
Rabbi Brodie and did not wish to have that relationship 
impaired. I assured him that his request would be honoured. 

I consulted David Franklin, who had become the treasurer 
of the new congregation and was a personal friend. David was 
the eldest son of Ellis Franklin, the head of the distinguished 
Anglo-Jewish family, who had been one of Louis Jacobs's most 
loyal supporters. Without hesitation, David told me that he 
would find the money. Then followed some negotiation with 
Colman, who insisted that he should not be known as the 
seller to the heretics. I spoke to Louis Mintz, a friend and 
supporter of Louis who was also in the property business, and 
he agreed to purchase the property from Colman and then sell 
it to the New London Synagogue. That was duly executed and 
we were the owners of a stately old synagogue building on 
Abbey Road. 

When the transaction became known and the building was 
being redecorated, a supporter of the Chief Rabbi entered it 
and removed the seat on which Brodie had sat whenever he 
attended this, his local synagogue. Those boards were never to 
be defiled by affering repose to the posterior of Louis Jacobs! 

This Preface is an extract from William Frankel's memoir in 
progress and first appeared in the Jewish Chronicle, 26 
September 2003. 



CHAPTER I 

Introduction 

THERE are three pitfalls to be avoided by Jewish 
Apologeries in its attempt to grapple with the problems 
raised by modern thought. lt must not refuse to recognise 

the existence of the problern by rejecting, in the name of tradi
tion, modern thought and all its ways as of the devil. lt must 
not encourage that division of the mind in which incompatible 
ideas are allowed to exist side by side in water-tight compart
ments. N or must it be desperately stampeded into postulating 
an artificial synthesis, a queer hybrid faith which both the 
adherents of traditional Judaisrn and representative modern 
thinkers would repudiate. A true J ewish Apologetic, eschew
ing obscurantism, religious schizophrenia, and intellectual dis
honesty, will be based on the conviction that all truth, 'the 
seal of the Holy One, blessed is He', is one, and that a syn
thesis is possible between the permanent values and truth of 
tradition and the best thought of the day. 

The magnitude of the problem, the personal element in
volved in matters of faith, the fact that hardly anybody, 
nowadays, is thoroughly at home in both modern philosophy 
and the massive Jewish learning of the past, the many subjects 
to be mastered before J ewish religious philosophy can be pre· 
sented as an organic, life-embracing whole, the nature of the 
investigation as an encounter with the mysterious and un
fathomable, all these combine to make pretentious and hollow 
the claim that an easy solution has been found. 

'So far as concerns religious problems, simple solutions are 
bogus solutions. lt is written that he who runs may read. But 
it is not said that he provides the writing' (Whitehead). But it 
remains true that every religious person aware of the problern 
has some kind of working solution, albeit a tentative one, and 
this book is offered in the hope that the views expressed may 
be of some interest to others treading the same path. 

9 
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lt cannot be denied that theology, especially dogmatic theo
logy, is viewed with suspicion; as a wit has said: 'Any stigma 
is good enough to beat the dogma'. And since the days of 
Moses Mendelssohn (1729-1786) there has been much discus
sion on the place of dogma in Judaism. But while it is trne 
that Judaism is far less dogmatic than Christianity, with its 
beliefs less rigidly de.fined so that there is greater scope for 
individual interpretation, thinking Jews and Jewesses are no 
Ionger satis.fied with a faith that in Schechter's phrase is 'all 
things to all men'. Thouless, 1 discussing the expression 'fettered 
by outworn creeds' rightly says: 'This metaphor is also objec
tionable in the implications of the word "outworn". Some 
things (such as knives and other physical implements) become 
increasingly unserviceable as they grow older; other things 
(such as the multiplication table) do not. There is no necessity 
for supposing that dogmas belong to the .first dass rather than 
the second. lf a true assertion was made many centuries ago, 
there is no gain in replacing it by a false Statement made more 
recently. No reverence for antiquity must make us hesitate to 
discard an old Statement if we have good reason for thinking 
it is false. But the question is one of truth or falsity, not of 
age as is implied by the use of the word "outworn".' Jews 
today are interested in theological questions. Religions Jews 
want to be sure that their faith is no vague emotion but is 
grounded in reality. They want to be in the position of con
.fidently asserting: 'W e have reason to believe'. 

A few years ago, The fewish Chronicle published, under 
the title 'The Persistent Questioner', a series of articles by 
young writers on the problems of faith. 2 The two most signi
.ficant features of this symposium were that, with one excep
tion, the writers argued in favour of the traditional form of 
Judaism and that more than one made it clear that orthodoxy 
need not be equated with fundamentalism. These points are 
worth considering. The riches of traditional Judaism have the 
power to grip the imagination, but, for the results to be Iasting, 
tradition must speak in the langnage of the day and its teach
ings must not run counter to established truth. Much attention 

1 Authority and Freedom, Lond., 1954, p. 30. 
2 The }ewish Chronicle, Oct., 1953-Jan., 1954, 
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has been focused on the question of fundamentalism by the 
astonishing successes of the Christian evangelist, Billy Graham. 
When this dynamic preacher of a naive faith was invited to 
address a student body in Cambridge, The Times published 
letters from prominent Churchmen, among others, deploring 
his fundamentalist approach which, successful though it is, 
fails to take note of the researches of sound Biblical scholar
ship. Jews have much to learn from all this. The proud Jewish 
claim that loyalty to Judaism involves no surrender of the 
Jew's reasoning powers can be substantiated if present-day 
problems of belief are faced with the same blend of respect 
for reason and reverence for tradition that was so marked a 
feature of the approach of the great mediaeval thinkers
Saadiah, Ibn Ezra, Maimonides and Crescas. 

In the following pages the three pillars on which traditional 
judaism rests-the belief in God, in His Torah andin the role 
of Israel as His people-are examined with special reference 
to the difficulties raised by modern thought. This theme has, 
of course, beendealt with before-Dr. Epstein's 'The Faith of 
Judaism' contains the most recent treatment-but the works 
on it are so few in number that a 'professional' Rabbi who 
often has occasion to discuss these topics, may be forgiven 
for adding his contribution to the discussion. Chapter li con
trasts the traditional idea of God with its latter-day rival in 
terms of 'process'. Chapters III and IV deal with the reasons 
for believing in God's existence and the argument that relig
ious belief is an illusion. The problern of why a benevolent 
God tolerates pain and suffering, the most stubborn obstacle 
to Theistic faith, is considered in Chapter V. The ncxt four 
chapters deal with the concept of T orah and the challenge 
presented by critical studies into Jewish origins. Arising out 
of this, the J ewish attitude towards miracles is examined in 
Chapter X. The last chapter deals with the Chosen People 
idea and the unique character of Judaism. Bur Judaism has an 
other-worldly as well as a this-worldly approach to the relig
ious life so that a preliminary chapter on the After-life is not 
out of place. 

There are obvious omission:;. Many more theological topics 
are both interesting and relevant to modern man's predica-
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ment. But the aim of this book has not been to attempt a 
survey of the whole field. lts concem is with attitude and 
mood rather than with a detailed presentation of J ewish Theo
logy. If it stimulates its readers to think seriously about their 
faith and even helps some of them to declare 'W e have reason 
to believe' this will be its justification. 




